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Okina no fumi 
THE WRITINGS OF AN OLD MAN 

BY TOMINAGA NAKAMOTO 

Translated by KATO SHUICHI Q KINA NO FUMI CAWritings of an Old Man) is one of the two major works of 
Tominaga Nakamoto, and is more important than the other, SHUTSUJO KOGO, in 
the sense that the former discusses the Three Teachings and covers the whole intellectual 

world of the author. Thus it is the only source now available to indicate the contents of the 
lost book, SETSUHEI, and to explain what he believed in as the Way of Truth. SHUTSUJO 

KOGO is concerned in a very detailed way only with Buddhism; One might say OKINA NO 

FUMI is more interesting in methodology, while SHUTSUJO KOGO is more complete as a 
history of Buddhist doctrines. 

The text used for our translation is one included in NIHON JURIN SOSHO, kaisetsubu II, 
TjyJ tosho kankokai, Tokyo, 1929. 

The notes to the text are by no means complete. As the text is a sort of general survey of the 
bistory of Shintoist, Buddhist, Confucian doctrines, it is practically impossible to explain 
everything for the general reader. Although some details are given about certain points, most 
of the notes are brief, especially when the relevant information can easily be obtained from 
well known dictionaries or reference works in English. 

MAUTHOR' S INTRODUCTION 

THESE writings, said to be the work of a certain Old Man, have been made 
available to me by a friend. Even in this world of decay there still seems to be one 
wise old man. He emphatically expounds the theory that there is the Way of 
Truth besides the Ways of the Three Teachings: Buddhism, Confucianism and 
Shintoism. In the belief that a person who behaved in accordance with what he 
says would never make mistakes, I have thought of lending this Old Man my 
support. I asked my friend the name of this Old Man, but my friend did not tell me, 
saying that he himself did not know. There was nothing I could do about it. The 
Old Man must have been like those who existed in ancient times, living in seclu- 
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sion, freely speaking their minds. With the idea that it would be instructive for 
my own family and might be passed on to other people, I have copied the whole 
from beginning to end. 

Gembun 3rd year (I738), eleventh month. 
Tomo no Nakamoto. 

CI IN THE present-day world, Buddhism, Confucianism and Shintoism are regarded 
as the Three Teachings representing the three different countries, India, China 
and Japan, respectively. Some people think that those Teachings must converge 
at the end; others criticize each other disputing what is genuine. However, the 
Way which should be called the Way of all Ways is a different one, and none 
of the Ways of the Three Teachings is actually in accordance with the Way of 
Truth. In any event, Buddhism is the Way of India, Confucianism is the Way of 
China, and since they are of other countries, they are not the Way of Japan. Shin- 
toism is the Way of Japan, but since it is of other times, it cannot be the Way of 
the present-day world. The Way must be in principle the Way in whatever time 
in whatever country, but it is essential for the Way of all Ways to be practised. 
The impracticable Ways cannot be considered as the Way of Truth. And it is 
impossible to practise the Ways of the Three Teachings in present-day Japan. 

cii THE Buddhists are supposed to train themselves and try to convert other peo- 
ple by learning everything from India, but there is no example of anyone in Japan 
who has ever preached in Sanskrit or mastered that language, let alone tried to 
do everything just as in India, from household utensils to the construction of 
buildings. In India, it is polite to expose half the body and press the palms togeth- 
er; it is considered good manners to show knees and thighs. A passage in a sutra 
says: "ankles and knees openly exposed, only genital organs concealed." Thus 
things that people here hide as unclean are permitted to be exposed openly., 
The Buddhists should not hesitate to do all such things! 

If even my own words are regarded as unclean in another place, it would be 
permitted, not to put them into practice. If even words that are not mine are re- 
garded as clean in another place, it is necessary to put them into practice."2 Thus 
Buddha himself did not teach that you should change all the customs ofyour own 
country to imitate India. It is thus not in accordance with Buddhism itself that 

1 Ka-sbitsu-rogen-on-ba-zJ i * in the 
text should be read ka-shitsu-rogen-me-on-zJ MAff$ 
I &A. This passage refers to one of the thirty- 

two aspects of Nyorai (Tathagata). 
2 The source of this quotation has not been 

identified. 
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Japanese Buddhists are doing what is not fitting in this country by trying to 
imitate ererything Indian. The old Man hated them and made fun of them in this 
chapter. 

CM SINCE meat dishes are regarded as an important food in China, Confucianists 
should keep cattle and sheep which as a rule have to be made into meals. The menu 
too has to be set with reference to what is written in the "Inner Rules" of the 
"Book of Rites." At a wedding they should perform the ceremony of "Calling on 
the Bride's Parents."3 At religious ceremonies effigies have to be put up. As 
regards clothing, the Chinese costume should be used and for the head the Con- 
fucianist hat4 should be worn. It is not Chinese style to wear ordinary formal 
dress with a smooth hairdo. Confucianists should use Chinese pronunciation for 
Chinese ideographs. As there are various possible pronunciations, they should 
learn that of the country of Lu of the Spring and Autumn Period, and as there 
are many kinds of ideographs they should use only the ancient type, Chu type 
and tadpole type.5 

There is the saying: "Ifollow the barbarians when I go to the barbarians," or 
another: "It is good manners to follow the popular customs," or again: "King Tu 
stripped to the waist when he entered the country of naked people."6 Indeed eren 
the Confucianists did not say that the customs of those countries hare to be changed 
to imitate China. It is then not in accordance with true Confucianism that Japanese 

3 Shingei tit: one of the six rites at wedding, 
mentioned in the "Book of Rites," in which the 
bridegroom visits the bride's parents to bring her 
away with him. 

4 Shin-i ;*: everyday costume for Chinese 
gentry. Shbho -**: a ritual hat, originally of the 
Yin Dynasty, used by Confucius, and later pop- 
ular among Chinese Confucianists. 

5 Kobun, chubun, kato no bun -tX; f I X: 
kobun, or ancient forms of writing, includes koko- 
tsubun If *,X, written on tortoise-shell or animal 
bones, the oldest of Chinese characters from the 
Yin Dynasty; and kimbun 1X, inscriptions on 
bronze vessels from the Yin and Chou Dynasties. 
The name chubun derives from Shi Chu t , (in 
Chinese Shih Chou), who is supposed to have in- 
vented in the late Chou Period a new type of 
characters, chubun (also called daiten A-X) in con- 
trast with shdten .1 . which was introduced by 
Ri Shi _1$f (in Chinese Li Ssu) during the Ch'in 

Dynasty. The name kato no sho, literally tadpole- 
like writings, is obviously due to the tadpole-like 
shape of the characters written with lacquer on 
pieces of bamboo during the Chou Dynasty. It is 
inaccurate, however, to attribute this type of 
writing, as the Chinese tradition after the Three 
Kingdoms does, to any particular period of time, 
because the characters never had tadpole-like 
shapes when they were inscribed on the stone and 
not written with lacquer. These archaic types- 
ancient, chu and tadpole types-were already out 
of use during the Han Period; sh5ten (also called 
simply ten X, and rei -), first introduced during 
the Han Period, were always used, but only for 
special purposes in the later periods; the common 
types of writing in post-Han China and in Japan 
are kai *, gyo 4i and so *, which are quite dif- 
ferent from the archaic types. 

6 Sources of these sayings not identified. 
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Confucianists are doing what is alien ? this country, trying in ererything to imi- 
tate Chinese customs. 

tIV IN OLD Japan it was good manners for people to salute each other four times, 
turning to each other and clapping hands. Food was served on an oak leaf as a 
dish. At times of mourning songs were sung, people wailed over their loss, and 
when the mourning was over they went out to the river to perform the purifi- 
cation rites. People who learn Shintoism must practise these things, every one 
of them, exactly in the manner of ancient times. Since the gold or silver money 
we use nowadays did not exist originally in the age of Gods, those who learn 
Shintoism would do well to throw it away and make no use of it. Also, since 
our present style of dress, called gofuku, has been taken over from the Chinese 
country of Go,7 it would be proper for them not to wear it. As for words, they 
should thoroughly memorize the old expressions of the age of Gods and say 
kazo for father, iroha for mother, sere for you, shiraha for dress, haha for snake and 
atsushireru8 for sick; they should call everything in a different way and give them- 
selves names of a different kind such as so-and-so-hiko or so-and-so-hime-no- 
mikoto. 

Shintoism may forbid us to change the originally left-hand thing to the right- 
hand, the right-hand thing to the left-hand; but does not really ask for a total 
change of the present manners to the ancient ones. It would not be in accordance 
with Shintoism itself to imitate the ancient times in ererything and behare in a 
strange extraragant way as Shintoists today are doing. Lord Minister Nono- 
miya9 is said to hare once declared that Shintoism today is not really the hWay of 
Gods, but mere rituals for Gods. Indeed those WVays in the world today are all 
a trifling business of ritual, either Shintoist, Confucianist or Buddhist. TWithout 
this "Writings of an Old Man" and the words of the Lord Minister, I myself 
might not hare grasped this point. 

7 Go-koku *- @ : the state ofWuin central China 
of the Warring States Period. Japanese word go- 
fuku -A- literally means clothing from the country 
of Go. 

8 The word kazo may not be very old; given in 
Yin-ken-ki as 4JTt; in Wamyo-sho as hat. Accord- 
ing to Matsuoka Shizuo (Nihon kogo dayjiten, i929), 
the word iro indicates an extended family, of which 
the members are: 

irose men 
iromo women 

irone elder (brothers or sisters) 
iroto younger (brothers) 
iroha mother (of the extended family) 

Sere here is perhaps e g in Manyd-shi (Vol. xiv), 
meaning second person masculine probably used 
in the Kant6 region. The words shiraha and haha 
appear in Kogo-shii. Atsushireru derives probably 
from atsushiru which means "to become serious" 
refering to a disease. 

9 Nonomiya saish6 Sadamoto ky6 % a 4 
tAuj (A669-I77) 
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CV WHEN I describe matters in this way, rToU may feel that I am distorting the 
facts sarcastically. However, in learning those Ways, we are expected to do such 
things. Let me take an example. It is not easy to learn and imitate even the manners 
of a country only five or ten ri away; and there are very few people who remember 
recent events of only five or ten years ago. Needless to say, it would be foolish, 
almost impossible, to introduce Chinese or Indian customs to Japan and to 
imitate exactly the manners of the age of Gods in the present-day world. Even 
if it were possible, the people here would not see any sense in it. None of these 
three Teachings is the Way of Ways now in Japan. As the impracticable Way is 
not really the Way, the three Teachings should be considered incompatible with 
the Way of Truth. 

C VI WHAT IS the Way which should be followed as the Way of Truth in 
present-day Japan? We should simply strive in all matters for what is ordinary; 
should be of upright heart and right conduct in our every-day activities; should 
speak quietly and behave with restraint; and those who have parents should 
serve them well. 

The old Man himself comments: See the RokkJhai-kyo, which preaches em- 
phatically the Fire Human Relationships.10 These are regarded as important by 
the Confucianists, and mentioned also in the Code on Shintoism.11 Thus the Way 
of Truth is indispensable to the three Teachings too. 

If you have a master, you must be devoted to him. If you have children, you 
must teach them well. If you have retainers, you must govern them well. If you 
have a husband, you must follow him well. If you have a wife, you must lead 
her well. If you have an elder brother, you must respect him well. If you have 
a younger brother, you must have compassion for him. As for the aged, you 
must hold them dear; as for the young, you must care for them. Do not forget 

10 9-i A4+-ik:abbreviationofShikarao-ropp6rai-ky6 
I' 4StLff, ((igalovdda-sitra in Sanskrit; 
ingalovdda-sutta in Pali) which explains the virtues 
for the lay believers. The five human relationships 
mentioned here are roughly of the same kind as 
those advanced by Mencius except that the rela- 
tionship between old and young of Mencius is 
here replaced by that between master and servant. 
Gorin 4A*: the five human relationships, regarded 
widely as the basis of Confucianist ethical codes, 
mentioned in the Book of Mencius, Book iU, T'eng 

Wen Kung, Part I. The passage in question is 
translated by James Legge as follows: "between 
father and son, there should be affection; between 
sovereign and ministers, righteousness; between 
husband and wife, attention to their separate 
functions; between old and young, a proper order; 
between friends, fidelity." 

11 Yin-ryoP4-: abbreviation ofjingi-ryo riP4A 
the code concerning heavenly and earthly gods, 
which is a part of the Taih6 Code T4 (70I 
A.D.). 
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your ancestors; do not neglect the intimate atmosphere of your home. In your 
dealings with people, be perfectly sincere. Forbid yourself vile pleasures and have 
esteem for superior people. Do not despise the foolish. In general, put yourself in 
other people's place and do not do anything bad to thenm. Do not be biting and 
sharp; do not misinterpret people's intentions or be obstinate; do not be forceful 
and impatient. If you are angry, be so within reason, and if you are happy, do not 
lose control of your feelings. Do not be excessive in your pleasures, or abandoned 
in your grief. Whether you have enough or not, consider your lot as good fortune 
and be content with it. What you should not take, do not take even if it is just a 
trifle. If something must be given up, don't begrudge it, even if it means losing 
high office in your country. Clothing and food, good or bad, let them be accord- 
ing to your status, do not be extravagant, or miserly, do not steal, or deceive 
others, do not lose self-control by drinking, do not kill a person who means no 
harm, be prudent about your nourishment. Do not eat what is bad, do not eat 
much. 

The Old Man himself comments: The Tugal2 point out that when death occurs 
while one has not yet exhausted life, there are nine kinds of causes for death: first, a 
meal exceeds the proper amount, second, one eats at the improper time, third, one h.as 
not digested before one eats again, etc. The Confucian Analects'3 also say that one 
should not eat, when the cut is not right, or when the time is not appropriate, or in 
excessive amounts. All this indicates an insight into the Way of Truth. 

If you have time, learn the arts which are beneficial for yourself, and be eager 
to become wise. 

The old Man himself comments: The Confucian Analects14 say: " When he 
has time and opportunity, after the performance of these things, he should employ 
them in polite studies." In the Vinaya15 also: "In order to know the order and 
gradatiotn, history should be studied. The young bhikshus are permitted to study 
also arithmetic." These are also based on the insight into the Way of Truth. 

To write with present-day script, to speak present-day language, to eat pre- 

12 ?4r: abbreviation of the Tuga-hiji-ron j'fljrI 
AT I*, or yogdcdrabbimi, which describes in 
detail the practice of yoga. 

13 The Analects, Book x, Heang Tang. 
14 The Analects, Book I, Hsuieh Erh. Quoted from 

James Legge's translation. 

15 Ritsu 4: a series of sutras concerned with the 
forbidden deeds and punishments for Buddhist 
monks. A volume consists usually of the three 
parts: pratimoksa on prohibitions and punishments; 
skandba on regulations of monastery life; paripdra, 
appendix. 
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sent-day foods, to wear present-day clothes, to use present-day utensils, to 
live in present-day houses, to follow present-day customs, to respect present-day 
rules, to mingle with present-day people, not to do the various bad things, but 
to do what is good,-that is the Way of Truth, that is the Way which is practi- 
cable in present-day Japan. 

All these things have been often discussed in the books of Confucianism and 
Buddhism and need not be emphasized over again. But the old Man brought them 
up afresh in his own way, discarding the useless things, indicating straightfbr- 
wardly the WVay of Truth. His aim is indeed praiseworthy. 

Cvii Now this Way of Truth has not come from India; it has not been transmitted 
from China; it is not something initiated in the age of Gods which we should 
learn today. It has not come from heaven; has not risen from the earth; it is con- 
cerned only with people here. If you behave according to it, other people will 
be happy, you yourself will feel at ease, and things will always be easy to manage 
without difficulties. On the other hand, if you do not behave according to it, people 
will hate you, you yourself will feel ill at ease, and whatever you do, difficulties 
and obstructions will just increase. Therefore it will not do not to behave accord- 
ing to it. All this comes from what is normal for people; it is not something 
worked out artificially for temporary application. Thus all human beings who are 
born in the present world, including even those who are learning the three Tea- 
chings, would not manage to live through even one single day without this Way 
of Truth. 

(VIII THUS it appears difficult to abandon the Way of Truth and advance any 
other Way. Buddha therefore taught the Five Commandments and Three Vir- 
tues:16 he called greed, anger and stupidity the Three Evils; he recommended, 
as one of the Three Blessings,17 to cultivate piety for father and mother and to 

16 Gokai AA,: prohibition of killing, stealing, 
lasciviousness, lying and drinking intoxicating 
liquor. 7izen +-h: no violation of the Ten Evils 
(jiiaku +h .): killing, stealing, lasciviousness, 
lying, deceiving, talking nonsense, greed, anger, 
maliciousness. 

17 Sanfuku _fi: these are stfuku -ffA, or good 
deeds in the worldly life; kaifuku Au', or good 
deeds in the monastery life; gyjfuku 4-i , or good 
deeds in the religious life (according to the Maha- 
yana Doctrines). These three good deeds, or Bles- 

sings, are explained as requirements for being 
reborn in the Western Paradise, in the Kammuryo- 
ju-kyo (V,&ik4*X; no Sanskrit text is known; 
literally, How-to-see-Amitabha Sutra). 
According to the Kammuryoju-kyo, the sefuku 
consists not only of "cultivating piety for father 
and mother and serving with respect the teachers," 
but also of "being benevolent without killing 
any creature and practising the Ten Virtues (See 
note i6)." The quotation in the text is not ex- 
actly "one of the Three Blessings," but half of it. 
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serve teachers with respect. He also taught, as the teachings of all Buddhas, that 
one must not do evil, but respect and practise everything good and purify one's 
own mind.18 Confucius also taught piety, brotherliness, loyalty, tolerance, trust, 
benevolence and reverence; called knowledge, human-heartedness and courage 
the Three Virtues,19 preached to censure anger, to halt desire, to revise faults 
and to convert oneself to goodness.20 He said also "The superior man is satisfied 
and composed; the mean man is always full of distress."'21 The Shintoists also 
urge one to be clean, simple and upright. 

These are all the best words of each Teaching, advocating about the same 
things which are not at all wrong; these are all in accordance with the Way of 
Truth. Then even those who learn the Three Teachings could be regarded as 
the followers of the Way of Truth, but only if they understand those Teachings 
in this way, not doing anything wrong or strange or extravagant in their living 
in this world with other people. 

cix BUT here is the argument of the Old Man: it is a general rule that, from an- 
cient times, those who preached the Way and established the doctrines had 
always their ancestors to whom they attributed the authenticity of their Way 
and doctrines; they tried always to go further beyond theorists who preceded 
them. And people in later times have always been confused because of their failure 
to recognize this. 

? X ?AKYAMUNI regarded the Six Buddhas as his ancestors and, with the 
memory of Dipamkara,22 preached the overcoming of life and death. In this way 
he surpassed the previous non-Buddhist teachers who had regarded the Devas 
as their ancestors and preached re-birth in the Heavens through them. All the 
earlier non-Buddhists also surpassed their predecessors: the "neither conception 
nor non-conception"23 theory of Udraka-Ramaputra, ahead of the "conception 

18 This kind of statement is repeated in many 
sutras although the specific source of the quota- 
tion has not been identified. 

19 Santoku _t4A: these are chi Ao, jin V-, yu # 
(knowledge, human-heartedness, or benevolence, 
courage, respectively), mentioned as the Three 
Virtues in The Doctrine of the Mean (t1 ). 

20 Source of quotation not identified. 
21 The Analects, Book via, Shu Erh. 
22 Roku-butsu 4,A: gakyamuni and the Six 

Buddhas who are supposed to have preceded him 
are commonly known as the Seven Buddhas (shichi- 
butsu AcII). NentJ ,$*:: abbreviation of nent6-butsu, 

0,,jAs, literally "Buddha brilliant as torch." 
?akyamuni is said to have made reverence to this 
Buddha, Dipamzkara, who appeared to him during 
his period of self-training. 

23 Hi-hi-so 1At #1 XQ: obviously an abbreviation of 
hi-so-hi-hi-so # Lk # I L. i, literally "No conception, 
not no-conception," translated from Naivasaii- 
jninasagjidyatana. Mahayana Buddhism often dis- 
tinguishes the three parts of the world: yokukai 
tM~ (the world of desire); shikikai L* (the world 

of things); mushikikai * I (the world of no 
things). This last in turn is supposed to consist of 
the four Empty Places called shi-kusho 'u1 _tt or* 
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of non-exsitence (neither things nor knowledge)" theory of Alara-Kalama, the 
latter ahead of the previous "limitless knowledge" theory, which in turn was 
in advance of the preceding theories of "emptiness of things" or "Mahe9vara 
Heaven."24 It was in this way that the non-Buddhist teachers distinguished the 
thirty-two Heavens. 

As for Buddhism, the Manj'guri school compiled the Grand Vehicle sutras, 
Mahaprajn-aparamita, and developed the theory of "emptiness, by surpassing the 
Kagyapa school who had preached the "Existence of things" with their Small 
Vehicle sutras, Agama.25 It was by surpassing the "emptiness" theory that the 
Samantabhadra school produced such sutras as the Lotus sutra, Sandhimirmocana 
and others, and advanced the "Not Emptiness but Being-as-such" theory,26 at- 

*caturarupa. According to Gusha-ron (1&>, ;4 - 
AL), these four Places are: 

(a) Kilmuben-shos ti?L4t orkil-sho kLZdkj an- 
antdyatana. Kimuben-sho means literally "place of 
limitless emptiness," interpreted as a stage of 
meditation on the limitless emptiness escaping 
from the world of things. 

(b) Shikimuben-sho Alkn; or shiki-sho -t, 
VJ7ijndnatdyatana. Shikimuben-sho means literally 
"place of limitless knowledge," suggesting a stage 
of meditation of the limitless knowledge, escaping 
from the emptiness. 

(c) Mushoyu-sho Sfr f4kt ,Z kincdnydyatana.This 
means literally "place of no existence," interpreted 
as a stage of meditation which should surpass the 
previous two stages; "no existence" here refers 
to both things and knowledge. 

(d) Hiso-bi-biso-sbo, #LA #" Af L *" t . Naivasanjna- 
nasa#jifdyatana. At this stage the three previous 
stages of meditation are discarded (no conception 
in mind), but it cannot be said that there is no 
conception (not no-conception). 

24 Udraka-Rdmaputra * rte (transcribed also as 
--tt A, it, etc.) is supposed to be one of 

the non-Buddhist teachers with whom gakyamuni 
discussed philosophical problems before his en- 
lightenment. Conception ofnon-existence, mushoyi- 
sho * Rj:: See note 23 above. Aldra-Kdldma 
q F (transcribed also as Mi ft f, M i , etc.) 
is supposed to be one of the non-Buddhist teachers 
with whom gakyamuni discussed philosophical pro- 
blems before his enlightenment. Limitless knowl- 
edge, shiki-sho ,4;: See note 23 above. Emptiness 
of things, ks-sho f?4;: See note 23 above. Maheg- 
vara Heaven,jizai-ten - 4 k: Chinese translation 

of Mahes'vara, who is said to have attributed the 
origin of all things to Heaven. Integrated into the 
Mahayana Buddhism, Mahes'vara is regarded as 
a God who presides over the highest of the eighteen 
Heavens of the shiki-kai (see note 23). Since the 
shiki-kai is just below the mushiki-kai, the highest 
Heaven of the former (i.e. the Mahes'vara Heaven) 
comes immediately below the lowest part of the 
latter, the place of "emptiness of things." 

25 Man-jsuri, Monju X*1: a Boddhisattva close- 
ly connected with a group of sutras, Mabdpra- 
jffdpdramitd, who appears often in the Mahayana 
iconography as one of the two Boddhisattvas ac- 
companying Sakyamuni. Mah5prajfidparamitia, 
Hannya no taUiC A Z- X At: Hannya means wisdom, 
prajna; TaUiy means Grand Vehicle, but here implies 
Taij6-ky6, sutras of the Grand Vehicle. Hannya no 
taij6 indicates Daihannya-haramitta-ky6, Mahapra- 
j0dpdramitd, which includes i8 sections totalling 
about 6oo volumes. Emptiness, kg s: siinyata in 
Sanskrit. Kasyapa, Kash6 iA~t, : one of the ten dis- 
ciples of gakyamuni. Existence of things, yii ;f: 
bhava in Sanskrit, meaning existence or being. 
Agama, agon Mb -: the whole set of the Small 
Vehicle sutras. 

26 Samantabhadra, Fugen *%, (or Fugon): 
a Boddhisattva connected with the Lotus Sutra; 
in the iconography accompanying Sakyamuni 
together with Monju. Sandhimirmocana, Hokke 
shimmitsu k * gT-: abbreviation for the two sutras 
Myohj-renge-kyo, or Saddharmapun.darfka (known in 
English as the Lotus Sutra) and Geshimmitsu-kyo 
W! ;A t, or Sandhimirocana. "Not Emptiness but 
Being-as-such" theory, Fukiu jisso T; l tJ 4: Fuku- 
is the negation of ku- (see note 23); 7isso (dharmat* 
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tributing it to Buddha's teachings during forty odd years after his enlightenment. 
Then those who compiled the Ganda-vyUha27 sutra claimed that it represented 
Buddha's teachings during twenty-seven days after his enlightenment, illumiat- 
ing the world as the sun over the mountains, and thus excelled all other sutras. 
After that those who compiled the Mahdparinirvdna28 sutra regarded their 
sutra as above all others, pretending that it recorded ?akyamuni's teachings on 
the very day of his nirvana: the essence of the milk of Buddhism. The esoteric 
Buddhism of Vajrasattva based itself on Mahavairocana, assigned the eighth and 
ninth rank to the Lotus sutra and Ganda-vyuiha sutra respectievely, called 
all Sakyamuni's teachings simply "conventional teaching."29 This means one step 
ahead through detachment from all other doctrines. In the sutras preaching 
"sudden enlightenment"30 there is a statement that all disturbing conceptions dis- 
appear of themselves, no idea remains in the mind, that is enlightenment; in 
the Zen sect there is a saying that all sutras, teachings of forty odd years, are 
nothing more than toilet paper. This means one step ahead through destroying 
all other doctrines. 

Without knowing this, Bodhiruci (in order to explain the existence of dif- 
ferent sutras and doctrines,) said that the same word of ?akyamuni sounded dif- 
ferently to different ears; T'ien T'ai Chih-i31 nmaintained that gakyamuni changed 
his teachings five times in his life according to the convenience of circumstances; 
Fa-ts'ang Hsien-shou32 explained that the people interpreted the same teachings 

*or bhbta-tathtad in Sanskrit) means the truth, 
being-as-such, emphasized by the Mahayana 
School in contrast with the three principles of the 
Hinayana School: no permanence, no ego, nirvana. 

27 Kegon *A: abbreviation of Daihbk6butsu- 
kegonkyj *4-;A&k. 

28 Nehan AM,: abbreviation of k4U2**, 
Daihatsunehan-kyj. 

29 Vajrasattva, Kong6satta 4- M'I 1A_: a god of 
esoteric Buddhism, called also Shiikonga W M- I, 
Vajradhara. Esoteric Buddhism is supposed to 
have been transmitted from Mahavairocana to 
Vajrasattva, who in turn taught, presumably, 
Nagarjuna. Mahavairocana, Dainichi-nyorai AK El -4 
*: Tathagata of the Great Sun, regarded as the 
center or ultimate principle of the world in eso- 
teric Buddhism. Conventional teaching, kenkyj 
5,i.$k: From the point of view of mikkyj T-k 
(esoteric Buddhism) which literally means "secret 
teachings," implying that those teachings are not 
really telling the truth, but presenting mere con- 

ventional interpretations of the truth for the non- 
trained lay people. 

30 Ton-bu no kyj ff I* o)k : the sutras preaching 
tongo 0I It, sudden enlightenment, as against zengo 
*tJr{W, gradual enlightenment. 

31 Bodhiruci, Bodairushi $- A- : a North 
Indian monk, who came to North China (Wei) at 
the beginning ofthe Sixth Century, one of the most 
important translators of sutras. T'ien T'ai Chih-i, 
Tendai *: this refers to Chigi, Tendai-daishi 
t )-a Oi; Chih-i, Master T'ien T'ai (538- 
597); founder of the T'ien T'ai School. Based on the 
Lotus sutra and theories of N-agarjuna, this School 
developed the most elaborated scholastic system 
of Buddhism in China in the Sixth Century, which 
became influential also in Japan from the Ninth 
Century on. 

32 Genju P-: this is H6z6, Genju-daishi kAt 
R-- O k; Fa-ts'ang, Master Hsien-shou (643- 
7I2); regarded as the real founder of the Hua-yen 
(Kegon, in Japanese) School. 
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in different ways according to their different dispositions. All these explanations 
are serious misunderstandings and distortions of the truth. 

If the reader is interested in knowing more about this subject, he must see 
the book called "Shutsujo kogo."33 

(Xi ALSO, Confucius considered as his predecessors Yao and Shun, idealized 
Kings Wen and Wu and preached the Kingly Way, thus going beyond the custom- 
ary belief of his time when the Way of the Five Nobles, such as Duke Huan of 
Ch'i and King Wen of Chin34 was highly esteemed. Mo-ti,35 who also revered Yao 
and Shun, advocated the Way of the Hsia Dynasty in order to advance beyond 
Confucius' idealization of Kings Wen and Wu. Thereafter Yang-chu preached the 
Imperial Way, attributed to the Yellow Emperor,36 to go beyond the Kingly Way 
of Confucius and Mo-ti. It was also by attempting to surpass each other that 
Hsii-hsing emphasized Shen-nung, and Chuang-tzu, Lieh-tzu and the Taoist 
School idealized the very early times of Wu-huai and Ko-t'ien.37 These are all 
non-Confucianists. 

33 See Introduction. 
34 Yao A,, Shun 4, (Gy6, Shun in Japanese): 

mythical rulers of the Hsia Dynasty, considered 
by Confucianists as the models of virtuous rulers. 
Wen A, Wu A, (Bun, Bu in Japanese): King Wen 
started and King Wu, his son, finished the revolt 
against the Shang Dynasty and the establishment 
of the Chou Dynasty. Od _E Mt: literally the Kingly 
Way, which means government by virtue. 
Mencius compared it with hado A A, or govern- 
ment by force. (Mencius, Book ii, Kung-sun Ch'ou 
Part i, Chapter 3.) go-haku $4I: also called go-ha 
A, the five nobles who led each the five strong 

states during the Warring States Period, such as 
Duke Huan of Ch'i, King Wen of Chin and others. 
(The choice of the names of the five is not always 
the same for different authors, but includes always 
the two names mentioned above.) The Confucian- 
ist attitude towards the Five Nobles may be 
most typically demonstrated in Mencius (Book 
i, King Huan of Liang, Part I, Chapter i). When 
Mencius was asked about Duke Huan and King 
Wen, he replied bluntly: "None of the disciples of 
Chung-ne (Confucius) has ever talked about the 
affairs of Huan and Wen." ( A i 
t t). Ch'i Huan -i*: Duke Huan of the State of 
Ch'i, who, with his advisor Kuang Chung, made 
the country powerful in the first halfof the Seventh 

Century B.C. Chin Wen * )Z: King Wen of the 
State of Chin, by defeating Ch'u, gained hegemony 
over North China, after Ch'i fell into disorder. 

35 Mo-tzu *- : called also Mo-ti - X; lived 
between 470 and 38I B.C.; his words are collected 
in the book Mo-tzu. Preaching all-embracing love 
(*It), Mo-tzu criticized Confucius in many 
respects. "Confucius felt a sympathetic under- 
standing for the traditional institutions, rituals, 
music and literature of the early Chou Dynasty .. .; 
Mo-tzu, on the contrary, questioned their validity 
and usefulness, and tried to replace them with 
something that was simpler..." (Fung Yu-lang: 
A Short History of Chinese Philosophy. New York, 
I960). 

36 Yang-chu fl1: lived sometime between 
Mo-tzu and Mencius (ca. 37I-ca. 289); none of 
his writings are preserved; regarded as the second 
greatest Taoist after Lao-tzu. In contrast with 
Mo-tzu, Yan-Chu apparently held a philosophy of 
absolute egocentrism. Yellow Emperor, Huang-ti 
*+, (K6-tei in Japanese): a mythical divine em- 
peror who is said by the Taoists to have taught 
sericulture and built a temple to heaven. 

37 Hsii-hsing '44T: a man from the country 
Ch'u,who served DukeWan ofT'ang andpreached, 
referring to Shen-nung, that the ruler and ruled 
alike should work together in the fields. (Mencius,* 
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Even within the same Way of Confucianism, however, it is said that there were 
eight different schools, each trying to surpass the previous one by interpreting 
Confucius in its own way. Kao-tzu expounded that man's nature is neither good 
nor bad, which went beyond Shi-tzu's38 teaching that it has some good and some 
bad. Also Mencius' speaking of man's nature as being good added to Kao-tzu's 
speaking of it as having neither good nor bad. Again Hsiin-tzu's39 expounding 
nature as being bad went beyond Mencius' expounding it as being good. Lo- 
cheng-tzu who wrote the Canon of Filial Piety advocated filial piety by referring 
to Ts'eng-tzu's40 talks, which means he discarded all the other Ways by reducing 
them to filial piety alone. 

The Sung Confucianists failed to recognize this and regarded all different 
theories as convergent. Recently Jinsai41 argued that only Mencius continued 
the important line from Confucius and all other teachings were wrong; Sorai 
claimed that the Way of Confucius went straight back to the Way of the Ancient 
Kings and that Tzu-ssu,42 Mencius and others were not in accord with that Way. 
They were all wrong, misunderstanding the facts. If the reader is interested 

*Book m T'eng Wen Kung, Part I, Chapter 4). 
Shen-nung ;4 (Shin-n6 in Japanese): a mythical 
divine emperor, supposed teacher of husbandry, 
medicine and agriculture. Chuang-tzu 4 -i-: the 
third greatest Taoist philosopher, after Lao-tzu 
and Yan-chu, lived around 300 B.C. The book 
Chuang-tzu, compiled in the Third Century A.D., 
is supposed to contain some of the ideas of his 
school. Lieh-tzu 31f: a Taoist philosopher who 
is supposed to have lived just after Confucius. 
The authenticity of the book Lieh-tzu is not ac- 
cepted by modern scholars. Wu-hai # (Mukai 
in Japanese) and Ko-t'ien I A (Katten injapanese): 
both mythical divine rulers before Fu-i IX&f (Fugi 
in Japanese) who ruled before Yao and Shun. 

38 Kao-tzu *-+-f: known by his dialogue with 
Mencius where he argued that the human nature 
is neither good nor bad. (Mencius, Book VI, Kao-tzu, 
Part i, Chapters I-4). Shi-tzu -t+--1: one of the 
disciples of Confucius who is supposed to have held 
the view that human nature has some good and 
some bad. The book called Shi-tzu, supposedly 
compiled by himself, has been lost. 

39 Hsiin-tzu .5 I-: the best known Confucianist, 
after Confucius and Mencius (ca. 298-ca. 238). 
His writings are collected in the book Hsiun-tzu. 

40 Lo-cheng-tzu -u1: a disciple of Ts'eng- 
tzu, who was well known for his filial piety (Li-chi 

Hsiao-king ;4fIL (KR-kyo in Japanese): 
literally the Canon of Filial Piety; it has been 
traditionally attributed to Mencius, Confucius, 
Ts'eng-tzu, or Lo-cheng-tzu. Ts'eng-tzu ' -: 

also called Ts'eng-ts'en f ;-; one of the disciples 
of Confucius; one of the supposed authors of the 
Canon of Filial Piety; perhaps a teacher of Tzu-ssu 
(See below note 42). 

41 It6 Jinsai tA4_i (i627-i7o5): one of the 
most eminent Confucian scholars in Tokugawa 
Japan. Jinsai wrote commentaries on the basic 
Confucian texts, such as the Analects or Mencius. 
However, he accepted the framework of Sung 
Confucianism which the Tokugawa Government 
officially adopted as the basis of education. 

42 Ogyfl Sorai &jIEA&4 (I666-I728): also 
called Bu Sorai MA*, or Ken-en @ 1X ; philologist 
poet, political writer, eventually advisor to the 
Government, one of the most influential Con- 
fucianists in Tokugawa Japan, Sorai founded his 
school of the Kobunji-gaku, or Study of Ancient 
Texts, steadfastly refusing to accept the inter- 
pretations of Confucianism either by the Sung 
Confucianists or by the Wang-Yang-ming school. 
Tzu-ssu -1T- !: the grandson of Confucius, to whom 
Chung-yung 4t (The Doctrine of the Mean)is 
traditionally attributed. 
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in knowing more about this subject, he must see the book called Setsubei.43 

Allthough the old Man argued like this, probably Confucius idealized Kings WVen 
and WVu and preached the Kingly WVay, because he grieved that through the utili- 
tarian WVay of the Five Nobles all things quickly took a wrong direction and 
probably not because he was trying purposefully and artificially to go one step 
further than his predecessors. Probably ?akyamuni, also, in treating the Six Bud- 
dhas as his ancestors, preached the transcendence of life and death, because the 
previous non-Buddhist teachers were remote from the WVay of Truth, and not be- 
cause he was trying purposefully and artificially to outdo his predecessors. WYere 
this otherwise we should say that ?akyamuni and Confucius are not worth con- 
sidering seriously. 

c xii As FOR Shintoism, it was also invented during the medieval age by some 
people who pretended to trace it back to the age of Gods, and called it the 
Way of Japan in an attempt to outdo Confucianism and Buddhism. To mention 
a parallel case, however, in the time of Abhasvara in India, or of P'an-ku44 in 
China, there was no such definite Way as Buddhism or Confucianism. These 
are all fictions deliberately created by people in later times. In the same way 
Shintoism could not have existed in the age of Gods either. 

What appeared first as Shintoist teachings was Dual Shinto,45 a mixture in 
a convenient proportion with elements of Buddhism and Confucianism. The next 
was called honjaku-engi.46 Envious of the advance of Shintoism, Buddhists of the 

43 See the Introduction. 
44 Konten , -k (Abhasvara): In the Agama- 

siutra ('V F it is said that, at the beginning 
of the world, Abhisvara came down; then ap- 
peared to human beings. P'an-ku I-, (Banko in 
Japanese): In Chinese mythology, P'an-ku is said 
to have come from Chaos and to have given birth, 
in dying, to the universe. 

45 Ryobu-shbugo 1i1d-l (or ryobu-shinto A40 
i't): literally Two-Parts-Combined-Shinto, 

which means generally a fusion of Shintoism and 
Buddhism, in particular through the Shingon and 
Tendai schools. Tendencies toward fusion of this 
kind appeared in the Early Heian Period (Ninth 
Century), explaining Shinto gods as incarnations 
of Buddhas (see below note 46). It was, however, 
in the Late Heian Period that the incarnation 
theory was elaborated either by the integration of 
Shinto gods into the Shingon system, often called 

rydbu-shbg6-shint6 (in the narrow sense), or by the 
integration into the Tendai system, called sanno- 
ickiitsu-sbint ,j ~ t ; 

46 Honjaku-engi *iA tA4: honjaku means honji 
*E or origin and suijaku *i or temporary 
incarnations; engi Cpaticcsamuppada in Pali) literally 
means happening caused by something, hence 
a series of events somehow related to one another. 
The incarnation theory itself is one of the impor- 
tant parts of the Shingon doctrine, as it is illustrated 
in the Mandala, where all Bodhisattvas are con- 
sidered as the incarnations of Vairocana. Tendai 
doctrine, based on the Lotus sutra, also includes 
similar arguments about incarnation. It would not 
be difficult, then, to move from this view to the 
honjaku interpretation which became pupular in 
the Heian Japan, namely, that Shinto gods are 
temporary incarnations of Buddha in the same 
status as Bodhisattvas. * 
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time used Shintoism as a facade, actually integrating all elements of Shintoism 
into Buddhism. Thereafter appeared Unitary Shinto,47 which, separate from 
Confucianism and Buddhism, expounded only a pure Shintoism. All these three 
have their origins in the medieval age. The Kingly-Shinto48 appeared recently, 
teaching that there is no such particular Way of Gods, but only the Kingly Way 
which is not different from the Way of Gods. There is also a kind of Shinto which 
professes Shintoism publicly and yet actually identifies itself with Confucianism. 
All these teachings are not from the Age of Gods; each of them has been worked 
out artificially with a certain pretence and with the purpose of getting ahead of 
other schools. 

Stupid people today fail to realize this. Each takes one of these teachings as the 
Way of Truth, behaves in a wrong way for himself and quarrels with others about 
right and wrong. They seem to this Old Man pitiful and ridiculous. 

(XIII THERE are bad tendencies in all Three Teachings. One should fully 
realize this without equivocation. 

ixiv THE tendency peculiar to Buddhism is magic, which is now called sorcery.49 
Indian people like it. In preaching a Way, or in teaching people, if a good dose of 
magic is not mixed, people would not believe and follow. Therefore ?akyamuni 
himself was good at sorcery. In fact it was for learning this art that he entered 
the mountains and trained himself for six years. Supernatural phenomena, super- 

* Shinto gods thus interpreted are called gonge 
1t, or gongen 40A,. According to the late Profes- 
sor Miyachi (Miyachi Naoichi: Shinto-shi, 3 Vols., 
Tokyo, I958), at the early stage, Shinto gods 
were regarded vaguely as the incarnations of un- 
defined Buddhas; but later, in the second half of 
the Tenth Century, one definite Shinto god was 
interpreted as the incarnation of a definite type of 
Buddha. To quote some wellknown examples: 
Suijaku or Incarnations Honji or the Origin 

Hachiman ?akyamuni 
Hiyoshi Taigil gakyamuni 
Ise Daijingil Avalokites'vara 
Kumano Hongui Amitabha 
Kasuga Ichigui Amoghap5s'a 

47 ruitsu-sigen f tX oryuitsu-shint pt-+e 
A: literally only-one-source of Shinto; a school of 
Shinto founded in the second half of the Fifteenth 
Century by Yoshida Kanetomo t1 *Ii ('435- 
isII). For the first time in history he organized 

into a systematic doctrine those deities, rituals, 
popular beliefs, loosely connected with one another 
and called Shinto. In doing so, he used Buddhist 
words and Confucian conceptions, but argued 
that Shintoism alone is the source of the Truth and 
much superior both to Buddhism and to Confucian- 
ism. 

48 Odo-shinto 4tdA, or KAdi-shint6A @A-4: 
this is the theory, advanced in the first half of the 
Seventeenth Century by Hayashi Razan t1;. J-, 
(I583-I657), that Japan is a divine country where 
the emperors are descendants of the gods, and 
thus there is no reason to distinguish the Way 
of Emperors (odo or Kingly Way) from the Way of 
gods (Shinto). 

49 Izuna 1AA: at Izuna Shrine in Mt. Togakushi 
of Shinano Province, a certain It6 Tadatsuna is 
said to have got magical power around I233. Hence 
the word izuna came to be used for magical power 
or sorcery. 
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natural understanding and supernatural power50 which are mentioned in the sutras 
are all sorcery. With his forehead-light Buddha let appear one billion worlds ;51 
thereby, he made himself into Kochozetsu and was raised up to the Heaven of 
Brahma.52 Also, Vimalakirti53 produced, inside a small dwelling place, 84,000 
seats of teaching; a goddess made ?5riputra54 into a woman. In doing so they 
all used sorcery. Then those mysterious strange things were taught; the vicis- 
situde of life and death through karma,55 the experiences of Buddha and his 
disciples in their previous lives,56 the mysteries of the virtues of Buddha.57 
All this was the matter of convenience in getting people to believe.58 This is 

50 Shimpen#t, jintsii 4,]jinriki 4t : changes 
beyond human understanding, supernatural un- 
derstanding, the occult power of gods, respectively. 

51 Byakugokj & CAL : a light from the forehead of 
Buddha which is said to illuminate the whole 
world. Sanzen-sekai t{- Yt ; or dai-sen-sekai kt{-- 
n; or sanzen-dai-sen-sekai _L t *t -ui (tri-sJbasra- 
mahJ-sihasrdhloka-dhatavah in Sanskrit): Here sanzen 
means not three thousand, but one billion. Ac- 
cording to the ancient Indian cosmogony as it was 
later adopted by Mahayana Buddhism, the world 
where we live consists of Mt. Meru at the center, 
the sea around, and the sky over it; this world is 
called sho-sekai .+vw*, or small-world. Now a 
thousand small-worlds make one sh5sen-sekai J t 
** or small-thousand-world; a thousand small- 
thousand worlds make one chu-sen-sekai 4't 
or middle-thousand world; a thousand middle- 
thousand-worlds make one dai-sen-sekai k*{- ik, 
or great-thousand-world. 

One great-thousand-world, that is, one billion 
small-worlds, is the territory of one Buddha. 

52 KJcb5zetsu z-u-&g-, one of the 32 phases of 
Buddha. Bonten ,A: this is Brahma, integrated 
into the hierarchy of Buddhist deities, and sup- 
posed to preside over Heaven above the world of 
greedy desires. 

53 Yuimakitsu l4 W-, or Yuima *1Lg (Vima- 
lakirti): a rich man in the city of Vaisall, who, 
according to legend, lived about the same time as 
gakyamuni, had discussions with Man-jguri, thus 
revealed all the important points of Mahayana 
doctrines. 

54 Sharihotsu '-14 C, (gariputra): one of the 
Ten Disciples of Buddha. 

55 Seishi k E, ruten AIL*i, inga P1 *: seishi means 
life and death; ruten or rinne *X. (sarnsdra in 
Sanskrit) means the vicissitudes which the souls 

go through, by birth, by death, by re-birth; inga 
(hetu-phala in Sanskrit) means cause and effect 
while the word go *, (karma in Sanskrit) literally 
means action or behaviour. Now inga and go are 
practically inseparable, because the vicissitudes 
of souls are governed by a sort of causal chain inga 
of good or bad deeds (karma) always followed by 
rewards or punishments. 

56 Honji *1 honjo *i: two of the twelve divi- 
sions of all the sutras. The names of the twelve 
divisions 7iinibu-kyd, (dvJdafjhga-buddha-vacana) 
are as follows: 
i kaikyod i Al sultra 
2 oju geya 
3 kibetsu v v'i'dkarana 
4 fuiu K gdthb 
5 jisetsu e _3t uddna 
6 innen 1 g niddna 
7 hiyu _ avadJna 
8 honji itivrttaka 
9 honjo At jdtaka 

io hbiko vaipulya 
ii kih6, or mizJh& A+i; abdhuta-dbarma 

(4+'I; ) 
I2 rongi *IA upadefa 

The texts classified under division 8 describe 
the experiences of Buddha and his disciples in their 
previous lives, except those of Buddha told in the 
texts of division 9. 

57 Mizo *t , or mizobj 'Af: one of the 
Twelve Divisions of the sutras, which includes 
the texts concerned with mysterious virtues and 
merits of Buddha (see note S6, Division ii on the 
table.). 

58 Hoben tM; conventional teachings of Bud- 
dhism to lead the lay people towards wisdom and 
truth; the corresponding Sanskrit term is updya, 
meaning "approach." 
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the Way of guiding the people of India and is not particularly needed in Japan. 

The old Man explained things in this way, but supernatural understanding 
and sorcery are two different things. Sorcery comes from magical skill and super- 
natural understanding from training. However the old Man was right in his 
arguments. 

(XV THE tendency peculiar to Confucianism is rhetoric. Rhetoric is what we 
now call oratory. In preaching a Way, or in guiding people, if you are not skilled 
in oratory, no one in China would believe and follow. You many understand this, 
for example, by the fact that the word rei59 which originally meant the ceremonial 
formalities in coming of age, marriage, mourning and religious festivals, was 
extended to cover the ethical Way such as the rei of a man as the son or the rei 
of a man as the subject of his sovereign; extended to signify the way of how to see, 
hear, speak and behave; extended even to the matter of heaven and earth, saying 
that the heavenly and the earthly are distinguished by rei. Also the word gaku60 
means simply an amusement by making a noise with bells and drums, but they 
say that gaku is not merely the matter of bells and drums, but the harmony of 
heaven and earth. The meaning of the term sei,61 meaning nothing but an intel- 
ligent man originally, was extended to the highest type of humanity capable of 
producing supernatural changes. 

Now Confucius insisted on benevolence; Ts'eng-tzu on benevolence and 
righteousness; Tzu-ssu on sincerity. Mencius taught the Four Beginnings62 
and the goodness of human nature; Hsun-tzu the wickedness of human nature; 
the Canon of Filial Piety taught filial piety; the Great Learning what man should 
like and dislike; the Book of Changes about heaven and earth. All this was the 
matter of convenience in persuading people to follow, by amusing them with 
oratorical exaggerations of simple plain things. Chinese rhetoric, like Indian 
magic, is not particularly needed in Japan. 

Although the old Man explained the whole matter as such plain things, how 
could he ignore the fact that there were some people who completely mastered the 

59 Rei L(liinChinese): formalities of politeness, 
propriety. 

60 Gaku * Cyieb in Chinese): music. 
61 Sei - (shbng in Chinese): sage. 
62 Shitan v7A: according to Mencius (Book II 

Kung-sun Ch'ow, Chapter 6), these Four Be- 
ginnings are: the feeling of commiseration (ig1iex 

.* ) as the beginning of benevolence (4z.); the 
feeling of shame and dislike (, . as the be- 
ginning of righteousness (-); the feeling of 
modesty and complaisance ( as the be- 
ginning of propriety (iL); the feeling of approving 
and disapproving (LT At.) as the beginning of 
knowledge (Aw). 
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Way; how could he not hare known that there are secret matters which are not 
easily communicated. One should not be confused by these words of the old Man 
and fail to grasp his main ideas. 

e XVI THE tendency peculiar to Shintoism is secrecy, such as divine secrets or 
secret arts for private transmission, in other words, keeping things in secrecy. 
Secrecy tends to lead to cheating and stealing. Magic and rhetoric, interesting 
to see and agreeable to hear, are somehow to be tolerated, but this secrecy is of 
the lowest sort. Nevertheless in ancient times, when people were honest, Shinto- 
ism might have been helpful in teaching and guiding them. In the present world 
of decadence, where many people are cheating and stealing, it is intolerable that 
people who teach Shintoism are protecting rather than opposing those vices. 
Even in such base matters as the Sarugaku (Na play) and Ceremonial Tea, people 
all imitate this habit of secrecy, set up rules for imparting secret instructions, 
fix prices for such instructions, thus running their business for the sake of profit. 
This is deplorable indeed. When you ask them why they made such regulations 
concerning secret instructions, they reply that it is almost impossible to instruct 
those who are not sensitive enough to their teachings. However reasonable 
this argument may sound, we should understand that all Ways which are kept 
in secrecy, are difficult to transmit, and are imparted for a certain price are not 
the Way of Truth. 

Engy6 second year (I746), Spring, second month 
Published by Fujiya Chobei, Osaka, Komabashi i-ch6me. 
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